panel, craft-based and musical learning! This year’s Seminar will offer NEW curricular and program focus.

Learn more about the full six-day Teva seminar online at www.tevacenter.org or visit to the TEVA Seminar on Jewish Environmental Education. The seminar takes place at Surprise Lake, 806 Massachusetts Avenue, Central Square, Cambridge.

Where: The Cambridge Senior Center, 806 Massachusetts Avenue, Central Square, Cambridge.

When: 4 pm to 6 pm, Saturday, April 30th, 2011

UPCOMING EVENTS - Earth Day & Beyond

April 21 (Thursday): Earth Day at the State House.

11:00 a.m. — 1:00 p.m. Educational Fair

April 23 (Saturday): Boston Common — Earth Day Fair.

April 24 (Sunday): Free Day at the Boston Common Earth Day Fair.

April 30 (Saturday): The Eleventh Commandment: Caring for Creation — Words of Wisdom from the World's Great Religious Traditions, a book by Rabbi Or Rose, unpublished until now.

Book:

The Eleventh Commandment: Caring for Creation — Words of Wisdom from the World's Great Religious Traditions. By Rabbi Or Rose, Associate Dean for Informal Education at the Rabbinical School of Hebrew College. Printed by the Mass. Interfaith Power & Light Committee to explore the role of religious and spiritual belief systems in our lives as we relate to the environment.

April 30 (Saturday): The Theology Thecology Club will host a dinner at which participants will be invited to discuss their religious views on the environmental crisis and on the broad social and normative connections. A video titled "Making Your Sacred Space Sustainable Space," will present sustainability ideas for your home, family, and community. The videos is available for free download from the internet or the video will be made available.

If interested, submit a one-page Abstract by April 25th. If accepted, you will be invited to present your work at the annual conference that will be held at Emmanuel Church, Boston, MA May 17-25, 2011.

"When we think about global warming, we think about transportation, power generation, habitat destruction, animal biodiversity, deforestation, and so on. But we also think about the health of our children, the health of our economy, the health of the entire planet. Such failure is in a word, "immoral." It is not just an environmental problem, it is a moral and political problem. When we say that we want a healthy planet, we mean that we want a healthy economy, a healthy society and a healthy environment. If we act as if any one of these are disconnected, then we have failed our children and our planet. "Peace on earth" includes "peace with the earth." If we act as if these are disconnected, we have failed our children and our earth."

Recent Middle East unrest has caused oil and gasoline prices to spike despite the fact that global oil production has actually increased. Environmentalists have grown concerned that the oil industry is using the political climate to increase global dependence on oil. The oil industry is known internationally as the first comprehensive leader in clean energy, accounting for nearly half of the world's solar modules and wind turbines.

However, the oil industry has not made renewable energy a priority. Wadi Muhammad, founder of the Gulf Institute for Sustainability, is known internationally as the first comprehensive renewable energy leader. He founded a university and an international institute to research and develop renewable energy. Wadi has been an advocate for renewable energy and a voice for sustainability in the Middle East. In 2007, Wadi published a book titled "Sustainable Futures" and in 2009, he published a book titled "The Future of Renewable Energy."

Wadi Muhammad is known internationally as the first comprehensive leader in renewable energy, accounting for nearly half of the world's solar modules and wind turbines.

The various IP&L delegates met after our visits with our respected elected representatives. A personal letter is best. Executive Committee and I will bring your letters to the Boston COEJL. If you have copies of letters to elected representatives, you can send them to me at the address below. If you have any questions or would like suggestions for writing letters, please email me at orose@hebrewcollege.edu.

How religious beliefs about climate change can inform public policy decisions. This is the title of the keynote presentation by Roger Gottlieb, Keynote Speaker at May 1 Annual Meeting. If you are interested in public policy, or the intersection of religion and politics, his work will be of interest to you. His anthology "Ecological Awareness: Exploring Religion, Ethics and Aesthetics", was published in 2010. Gottlieb is an expert in environmental ethics, a philosophy and religious studies instructor, and the author of fourteen books and more than 100 articles. For the last fifteen years he has been a leader in the environmental movement, including his work with the Stanford Humanities Center, The Jan and Gabe Litwin Center for Environmental Ethics, and the Center for the Study of World Religions at Harvard University.

If you are interested in hearing about his work, or in the intersection of religion and politics, please join us at the Annual Meeting on May 1st.

The essays submitted at last year's conference are now online in the BTI MIP&L website. The essays will be available for free download for the next year. The essays will also be presented at the Annual Meeting on May 1st. Please join us at the Annual Meeting on May 1st.

Tell us what you want your elected representatives to hear. We want to hear your opinions. Please support MIP&L by going to www.mipl.org. You can also visit their website at www.mipl.org. The latest volume of the Journal is dedicated to James A. Nash and its release coincides with the annual meeting of the Massachusetts Interfaith Power & Light Committee on May 1st. If you are interested in the intersection of religion and politics, or in public policy, please join us at the Annual Meeting on May 1st.

Light refreshments will be served. Free will donation requested. For more information, email or rose@hebrewcollege.edu.

In 2003, the Massachusetts General Assembly passed legislation giving priority to clean energy in the state's energy policy. This legislation is known as the Mass. Global Warming Solutions Act. The legislation requires the state to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 25% below 1990 levels by 2020 and to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The legislation also requires the state to reduce energy costs by 50%, and was recognized as the first Energy Star congregation in Massachusetts.
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